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ABSTRACT Integrating Distributed Generators (DGs) in DC microgrids require islanding detection in all
converters. Impedance-based islanding detection methods can be beneficial in single-converter scenarios.
However, their implementation in multi-converter systems is challenging due to interference among DGs.
This paper proposes a Leader/Follower strategy for each active participant of the DC microgrid to inde-
pendently detect the grid connection state. While the Leader injects a small AC pilot signal to estimate
the impedance at its terminals, the Followers implement the proposed pilot signal cancellation (PSC) to
present a virtual disconnection from the bus at ωp. This leads to two core benefits: the Leader does not
receive interference from the input impedance of the followers yielding accurate islanding detection for the
Leader, and the followers can detect the islanding condition independently, with no need to increase the PSC
amplitude. The proposed method provides independent and simultaneous islanding detection for all active
participants in the DC microgrid. At the same time, it is scalable by the number of parallel-converters, not
requiring any communication. Finally, the method has a minimal effect on the bus voltage.

INDEX TERMS Current control, DC microgrids, DC-DC power converters, hybrid power systems,
impedance measurement, islanding, microgrids, noise cancellation.

NOMENCLATURE
AC Alternating Current.
B Breaker connecting the grid forming converter

to the PCC.
BPF Band-Pass Filter.
BPF(s) Transfer function of the BPF.
BW Bandwith of a controller or filter.
Cl Output capacitor of the Leader converter.
Cfx Output capacitor of the x-th follower converter.
CPL Constant Power Load.
DC Direct current.
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DG Distributed Generator.
EV Electric Vehicle.
ig Output current of the AC/DC converter inter-

facing the grid.
i∗Lpl

Pilot signal reference current to the current
loop of the Leader converter.

i∗LDCl
DC reference current to the current loop of the
Leader converter.

iLl Inductor current of the Leader converter.
iLfx Inductor current of the x-th follower converter.
iol Output current of the Leader converter.
iofx Output current of the x-th Follower converter.
Lg Equivalent series inductance on the DC side of

the AC/DC converter that interfaces the
AC grid.
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Ll Inductance of the Leader converter.
Lfx Inductance of the x-th Follower converter.
PCC Point of Common Coupling.
PI Proportional Integral [controller].
PR Proportional Resonant [controller].
PSC Pilot Signal Cancellation.
PV Photovoltaic.
QSG Quadrature Signal Generator.
R Equivalent resistance of all the loads connected

to the DC microgrid.
Rg Equivalent series resistance on the DC side of

the AC/DC converter that interfaces the
AC grid.

ROCOV Rate of Change of Voltage islanding detection
method.

SVS Sandia Voltage Shift islanding detection
method.

SOGI Second order generalized integrator.
vcmdfx Command voltage of the PSC method in the

x-th Follower converter.
vol Output voltage of the Leader converter.
vofx Output voltage of the x-th Follower converter.
ωp Angular frequency of the injected AC pilot

signal.
Zll Impedance of the line connecting the Leader

converter to the PCC.
Zlfx Impedance of the line connecting the x-th fol-

lower converter to the PCC.
ÊZo Output impedance estimation of from the

leader converter at ωp.

I. INTRODUCTION
In the previous decades, microgrids have been the focus of
major efforts to develop low-carbon footprint technologies.
Microgrids usually include distributed generators (DGs),
energy storage systems, heating, lighting, and more recently,
electric vehicles. Although the ACmicrogrids were first stud-
ied, in the past ten years, DC and AC/DC hybrid microgrids
have grown in popularity since renewable generation, some
loads, and storage technologies are naturally in DC, [1], [2].
At the same time, working in DC shows some advantages like
improved efficiency or reduction of power conversion stages.

Figure 1 shows a hybrid AC/DC microgrid structure. Gen-
eration units (PV modules) are connected to a common DC
bus with energy storage systems, street lighting, EV charging
stations, telecommunication systems, and a few inverters for
home or industrial supplies. The DC side of the microgrid
interfaces the main AC grid through a bidirectional AC/DC
converter. DC/DC converters are used to connect energy stor-
age systems, PV systems or other types of loads and genera-
tors. They come in a variety of topologies in practice [3]–[8].
Although control strategies are generally simpler in DC than
in AC [9], in such a complex scenario, control and protection
strategies play an important role [10]. The use of different
DGs (PV, micro-wind, fuel cell. . . ), loads, and energy storage

FIGURE 1. Hybrid AC/DC microgrid showing the islanding detection
dilemma in a multi-converter scenario and the proposed technique
applied to impedance detection. PSC stands for Pilot Signal Cancellation
(PSC). It can be observed that in the case of implementing an impedance
estimation method based on the injection of an AC signal, the difference
between grid-connected and island decreases with the connection of
extra converters in parallel. The proposed method completely solves this
problem, and also provides simultaneous detection in all converters of
the microgrid.

systems within the common DC bus create difficulties in the
management of DC bus voltage due to power-sharing [11];
AC/DC converters are usually in charge of controlling the
DC bus voltage [10]. During this scenario, it is essential
to be aware of the connection state of the DC bus voltage
forming converter. This will enable a quick and spotless
transition of the DC bus voltage control in case of failure. [9].
This has been strongly emphasized in [12], where a review
of DC networks is shown, including its future challenges.
[12] makes it clear that one of the main challenges of DC and
hybridDC/AC networks is related to islanding state detection,
due to the absence of security standards and functionality.

The process of detecting the connection status of gen-
erators and loads to the main grid is known as islanding
detection. A variety of methods have been proposed for
DCmicrogrids [10], [13]–[21]. Twomain categories are com-
monly used in the literature to group the methods according
their characteristics:
• Active and passive methods: an active method [10],
[17]–[20] requires to inject a disturbance to estimate
the grid connection state. In contrast, passive meth-
ods [15], [16], [21] work as an observer. Both passive
and active implementations can be found in practice:
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TABLE 1. Comparison of methods for islanding detection in DC.

passive islanding techniques in DC look for unwanted
voltage variations (or changes in the harmonic content of
the DC bus voltage) while active methods try to perturb
and observe the DC bus voltage. Passive techniques
show non-detection zones, while active methods may
cause rough variations within the DC voltage magni-
tude. Special care should be taken with multi-converter
operation if an active method is implemented, because
the injected disturbance may be cancelled by the other
converters involved in the DC bus voltage control.

• Estimation technology: The detection of islanding in
DC is more challenging than in AC since AC systems
have more parameters to monitor: output impedance,
magnitude, phase and frequency. Conversely, in DC
these parameters are reduced to two: output impedance
and voltage magnitude. Impedance detection techniques
have been successfully used for islanding detection pur-
poses in AC systems [22]–[28]. In DC systems, these
methods are based on the output impedance estimation
to detect changes in the grid connection state [13]–[15].
A second group of islanding DC techniques are based on
the bus voltage monitoring [16]–[18]. The estimation of
islanding relies on whether the bus voltage is operating
within the nominal operating ranges.

The voltage monitoring techniques can be at the same time
passive or active. They have been trendy in recent years [10],
[16], [17], [19]–[21] and they are usually based on the Rate
of Change of Voltage (ROCOV, passive implementation) [10]
or on the Sandia Voltage Shift (SVS, active implementation)
techniques. The main drawback of these techniques is that
the positive-feedback islanding techniques deteriorate the
stability of the system and may violate bus voltage control-
lability requirements. Regarding the voltage control of the
DC bus, IEC 60038:2009 [29] specifies that LV systems
can tolerate a steady-state voltage variation of ±10% at the
supply voltage terminals. CENELEC EN 50160:2010 [30]
for low voltage grids outlines a ±10% magnitude variation

to be accomplished 95% of the time of the week. It allows
5% rapid voltage variations (normal), and 10% rapid voltage
changes (infrequent). ANSI C84.1-2016 [31] states that volt-
age fluctuations should not normally exceed±5% of the rated
values. IEEE Standard 1159-2019 [32] does not take into
account voltage changes within 10 percent of their nominal
value. At the same time, IEEE Standard 1250-2018 [33] stip-
ulates a voltage variation of ±5% in steady-state conditions.
Therefore, the boundary of working conditions is a maximum
variation of ±5% in the DC nominal voltage.

Another disadvantage of these methods is that no active
voltage variation-based methods have been proposed that
work in multi-converter scenarios. At the same time, pas-
sive methods show zones of non-detection, mainly if the
demanded power is close to the generated.

Regarding the impedance detection methods in DC sys-
tems, their working principle has already been demonstrated
in single-converter scenarios [13]–[15]. Later on in this work,
it will be found out that they cannot directly be implemented
with multi-converter microgrids due to the interactions
among converters that result in a reduction of estimated
impedance with parallel converters. In this situation, the
converters act as a sink for the disturbance signal;
the more converters are connected in parallel, the lower the
estimated output impedance (see Fig. 1). This causes the dif-
ference between grid-connected and island impedance esti-
mations to be very small, not detecting the island situation.

Therefore, the target application of the proposed technique
is both purely DC microgrids or hybrid AC/DC microgrids
or distribution systems, which would allow power to pass
through multiple paths (DC or AC). The limits of power flow
exchange between different devices (DC generators, energy
storage, DC loads, single-phase and three-phase inverters)
make it necessary to perform early and reliable islanding
detection to ensure voltage control stability.

Table 1 summarizes the best performing methods in
each of the categories described above. In summary, the
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performance of passive methods is inadequate to ensure a
high level of protection in DC microgrids. Active voltage
variation methods can lead to potential instabilities in the
DC bus voltage control and cannot be implemented in multi-
converter scenarios. Impedance estimation-based methods
provide high performance, but they cannot be directly applied
to multi-converter scenarios.

This paper proposes a novel, distributed islanding detection
method for DC muti-converter microgrids. The proposed
method is based on the injection of a small AC pilot sig-
nal (frequency ωp) and a Leader/Follower strategy that uses
a pilot signal cancellation (PSC) scheme to allow multi-
converter scenarios. The proposed method allows fast, accu-
rate, and simultaneous detection of the grid-connection state
(islanded or grid-connected) by all converters in the DC
microgrid. Moreover, the proposed method does not require
communications between the converters and its performance
is independent of the microgrid topology.

To illustrate how the method works, Fig. 1 shows a sample
DC microgrid using the proposed Leader/Follower islanding
detection method; the AC/DC converter (Leader) injects the
pilot signal and uses it to estimate the impedance and dif-
ferentiate between islanded and grid connected modes. In
the case of using a standard active impedance estimation
strategy [13], [14], if other converters are added to the micro-
grid (for example, the dark color PV and storage converters),
the resulting impedance will decrease and make the detec-
tion tough. In the proposed method, the follower converters
implement a self synchronizing PSC scheme that results in a
virtual disconnect at ωp (faded PV and storage converters).
This results in that, regardless of the number of convert-
ers connected to the DC microgrid, the impedance estimate
seen from the Leader is not affected by the connection of
the Followers. Simultaneously, by monitoring the injected
component to implement the PSC, the followers detect the
islanding condition without the need for communications.

The strongest contribution of the present work is to enable
the implementation of active DC islanding detection methods
based on impedance estimation in multi-converter scenarios.
This issue, to the best knowledge of the authors, has not been
previously addressed.

The paper is as organized as follows: Section II carries the
theoretical analysis of the proposed technique, both for sin-
gle and multi-converter scenarios. AC pilot signal parameter
selection, stability and implementation concerns are devel-
oped in Section III, while the simulation evaluation of the
method is performed in Section IV. Experimental tests of
Section V validate the method.

II. ISLANDING DETECTION IN DC MICROGRIDS USING
PILOT SIGNAL INJECTION & CANCELLATION
Figure 2 shows a diagram of a DC microgrid connected to
the main grid. The DC microgrid includes a grid interface
converter (red), which regulates the DC bus voltage (vbus)
in normal operation. Besides the grid interface converter,
the microgrid includes other converters that interface with

FIGURE 2. Topology of the DC microgrid under study. The model includes
a set of power converters (Leader and Followers), the main grid model,
loads, and line impedances between each of the converters and the point
of common coupling. It also includes the converter LC filters and a
connection breaker between the microgrid and the main grid. Finally, the
measurement point is shown for all the electrical variables involved.

distributed generation assets (such PV or wind generators),
energy storage systems, and other type of loads supplied by
converters (single-phase inverters or DC-DC converters). The
model also includes the impedance of the distribution lines
(Zl), and a resistance (R) that emulates the load demand.

The existence of active loads, such as Constant
Power (CPL) or Constant Current (CCL), does not have
a noticeable impact on the performance of the proposed
method. This conclusion was deeply expanded in [13], where
the effect of the line impedance and the bandwidth of the
CPL controller and the line inductance are shown. [13] shows
that, even with significant bandwidth reduction, mixture of
loads, and line inductance, the islanding detection based on
incremental impedance can be clearly differentiated. Because
of this, and in order to simplify the theoretical analysis of
the proposed method, a resistive load has been used as the
equivalent of the power consumed in the DC bus.

Finally, the grid model includes a series resistance (Rg)
that models a finite-power connection. The power converters
in the microgrid are separated in leader (the one that injects
the pilot current) and followers (which perform the PSC).
If the grid interface converter looses the ability to regulate
vbus (islanding event), the other converters must detect this
condition and switch to a different operating mode.

This section presents the proposed islanding detection
method, built into the leader and follower converters. First,
the section describes the operation of the leader converter,
which is valid for a microgrid that only includes one addi-
tional converter as well as the case with multiple converters.
Then, the algorithm of the follower converters is presented.
This algorithm allows accurate, simultaneous, and indepen-
dent detection in each converter without communications.
This allows smooth transition between modes, allowing the
DC microgrid to quickly form an independent island.

A. LEADER-CONVERTER OPERATION
For a single-converter operation, the proposed island-
ing detection technique is based on impedance detection
through the injection of an AC pilot signal. The converter
adds a sinusoidal signal (i∗Lpl , voltage or current, angular
frequency ωp) to its DC reference i∗LDCl

(1)-(2) to estimate
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the output impedance at that pilot frequency ( ÊZo). The pilot
current signal injection has been selected in this work since
it does not affect the DC transient behavior and it brings
an improved control over the injected signal. Extended anal-
ysis of the voltage/current implementations can be found
in Section III, where the pilot signal parameter selection
and implementation concerns are also developed. The con-
verter equivalent output impedance ( ÊZo) can be estimated
through digital signal processing (3). To clarify the nota-
tion, if a generic signal x is used, xp stands for the pilot
frequency component of the x signal. It can be easily obtained
using a band-pass filter (BPF) (4), its natural angular fre-
quency being ωp. Simultaneously, the Ex notation stands for
a complex signal that can be obtained from x by using
a Quadrature Signal Generator (QSG). This mechanism,
which has been widely used for the single-phase synchro-
nization task [34], generates a 90-degree component to its
sinusoidal input. Many QSGs can be found in the litera-
ture [13], [35]–[41], the Second Order Generalized Integrator
(SOGI) QSG is employed in this work due to its intrinsic
filtering capability, smooth transient response, and ease of
use.

i∗Ll = i∗LDCl + i
∗
Lpl (1)

i∗Lpl = ILpl · cos(ωpt) (2)

ÊZo =
Evopl
Eiopl

(3)

BPF(s) =
2ζωps

s2 + 2ζωps+ ω2
p

(4)

Êiopl = EiLpl − jEvoplωpCl (5)

The proposed technique does not require any additional mea-
surement since the converter output voltage (vol) and cur-
rent (iol) are usually measured to implement droop-control
strategies [42]. If io is not measured, it can be estimated
by using the inductor current (iL), the output voltage (vo),
and the filter capacitance value (Cl , Fig. 4). In the case
that a faithful capacitance measurement is not available, one
of the estimation methods defined in the literature can be
used [43].

Therefore, in a single-converter scenario, the ÊZo output
impedance (3) is used as an estimator for islanding detection,
the single converter being called Leader. In grid-connected

mode, ÊZo tends to the parallel connection of the load and the
grid impedances (R and Rg in Fig. 2). Since it is expected
that Rg to be much lower than R (and close to zero),
ÊZo → Rg → 0. Conversely, in island mode, there is only
a load (or set of loads) connected to the converter’s output.
In this case, it is clear that ÊZo→ R.
Fig. 3a shows the Leader converter impedance estima-

tor. Details of the implementation of the SOGI can be
found in [37]. Note that K sets the SOGI bandwidth,
K =

√
2 is usually set to provide the best transient

response [44].

FIGURE 3. a) Leader and b) Follower converter block diagrams for
islanding detection. In the Leader case, the output impedance estimate

( ÊZo) is used as the figure of merit for islanding detection. In contrast, the
Followers use the magnitude of the compensation voltage
command (|vcmdf

|).

B. MULTICONVERTER OPERATION
DC Microgrids establish a multi-converter scenario. Gen-
eration (PV, Wind), storage (flywheels, batteries, super-
caps), and even loads (inverters, lighting, EV chargers,
telecommunication) are connected to the DC bus by using
DC-DC converters. If more than one converter is connected
in parallel, (Figs. 1 and 2), and each of them were to use the
strategy introduced in Section II-A, there would be obstacles
to providing a suitable performance:

1) Unwanted interactions will occur among converters if
they all inject the pilot signal at the same ωp. In this
case, even if the injection is performed synchronized
to avoid circulating currents [45], the converter output
impedance estimation (3) cannot be used for islanding
detection purposes since each converter injects a por-
tion of the total pilot current.

2) A possible solution to the previous problem could be
using a different ωp for each converter. This is not a
scalable solution in general, while vbus and load/grid
currents will be highly distorted.

3) Parallel converters consume pilot current if only one
converter injects the pilot signal (see Figs. 1 and 2).
This is because each converter is controlling its induc-
tor current (iL) to follow a DC reference, the pilot
current being absorbed by the converter capacitor
(see Fig. 4, red color). This results in a reduction
of ÊZo (3), causing the accuracy of the method to depend
on the network topology and the number of parallel
converters. At the same time, the remaining converters
cannot detect the islanding situation.

Thus, the AC pilot injection with impedance detec-
tion purposes is not reliable in multi-converter scenarios.
A Leader/Follower approach is proposed in this section to
generalize its use in multi-converter scenarios. While the
Leader implements the algorithm in Section II-A, the fol-
lowers implement an independent and complementary strat-
egy. One converter will be defined as Leader, injecting the
AC pilot signal, all other converters working as Followers.
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FIGURE 4. Detail of the follower converter voltage and currents for the
traditional and the proposed AC pilot signal cancellation (PSC). In the
traditional case (red color), the Follower converter output current (iof )
includes both a DC and an AC components due to the Leader AC injection.
In the proposed method (green color) the Follower converter injects the
AC current from the converter side (iLf ). This causes the AC current on the
output side of the filter to be zero. This results in a virtual disconnection
of the Follower converter from the DC bus at the pilot frequency (ωp).

Converters with grid-forming capabilities are candidates as
Leaders while the rest of converters work as Followers.

To prevent Followers from absorbing the pilot signal
injected by the Leader, they will work in a high-impedance
mode at ωp (see Fig. 4, green color). Thus, they will be
virtually disconnected from the bus at ωp. To do so, since
the follower’s capacitor Cf absorbs pilot current (iCpf ) (the
DC bus voltage is slightly polluted by the Leader), what
is proposed here is to provide iCpf from the converter-side,
iLpf , making the output current (iopf ) zero. This allows the
Leader to use the same impedance detection technique as in
the single-converter scenario (see Section II-A and Fig. 3a),
its island state being determined upon the output impedance
estimation. Followers will use their pilot voltage command
for islanding detection. The pilot bus voltage will tend to zero
in grid-connected state since the DC grid sets a stiff DC bus
voltage. Conversely, in island mode, vbus will be slightly dis-
torted by the Leader atωp, each Follower requiring a non-zero
pilot voltage command to work in infinite-impedance mode.
Fig. 3b shows the Follower block diagram for islanding detec-
tion. It uses the same SOGI and BPF blocks as the Leader,
as shown in Fig. 3a. Note that vcmdf is the Follower current
controller action, extended details being found in Section III.

III. PILOT SIGNAL PARAMETER SELECTION AND
IMPLEMENTATION CONCERNS
A. PILOT SIGNAL INJECTION TECHNIQUES
The Leader converter may use two pilot signal injection
methods: voltage or current-based, their implementations
being shown in Fig. 5a and b. In the voltage-based injection
technique, Fig. 5a, the pilot signal is added as a duty-cycle
disturbance to the proportional-integral (PI) controller com-
mand [27], [28], the injected current not being controlled.
This requires to filter out the current measurement (or the
controller input) to prevent the current controller to react
to the injected signal. This may lead to instability condi-
tions (or transient deterioration) depending on ωp, the current
controller’s bandwidth, and the notch filters. On the other
hand, the current-based injection implementation (Fig. 5b)

FIGURE 5. a) Voltage and b) Current pilot signal injection block diagrams
(Leader Converter). c) Pilot signal cancellation (PSC) block diagram.
(Follower converter.)

adds the pilot signal as a reference to the current control
loop. This requires implementing a proportional-resonant
(PR) controller, the DC behavior of the converter being not
degraded. Fig. 5c shows the Follower converter current con-
trol block diagram including the PSC. This implementation
is independent of the Leader signal injection technique and is
based on a current control implemented by a parallel PI-PR
structure. This control structure is well known and provides
an excellent performance. At the same time, it does not affect
to the stability of the system [46]–[51]. A pilot current signal
injection is used in this work since it does not affect the DC
transient behavior, and it brings an improved control over
the injected signal. Simultaneously, having the same current
control structure in all converters allows quickly changing the
converter’s role if necessary.

B. PILOT SIGNAL PARAMETER SELECTION
The Leader converter should select the magnitude and fre-
quency of the pilot signal to disturb vbus as little as possible.
At the same time, it should allow accurate detection of the
grid-connection state. The following constraints have been
considered:

1) Pilot signal frequency (ωp): Each DC-DC converter
feeds an output capacitor for filtering purposes (Cl).
Thus, the converter output current (iol in Fig. 2)
depends on both the capacitor’s value and the equiv-
alent output impedance. Thus, the current divisor rule
can be applied to obtain the Hd = iol(s)/iLl(s) trans-
fer function (6), where Zeq(s) refers to the equivalent
impedance of the entire circuit (capacitor in parallel
with output impedance) and Zo(s) refers to the output
impedance.
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FIGURE 6. Frequency analysis. a) Hd (6) Bode plot for different grid
connection states. b) Closed-loop current control for PI and PI-PR
structures. 1C refers to 1 converter operation while 2C stands for
2 converters operating in parallel.

Fig. 6a shows the Bode plot of Hd for three configu-
rations: single-converter feeding a load (R) in island
mode (Fig. 6a blue (7)), single-converter feeding a load
in grid-connected mode (Fig. 6a orange (8), where Rg
and Lg are the grid resistance and inductance respec-
tively) and two converters (Fig. 2 with capacitors Cl
and Cf ) connected in parallel feeding a load in island
mode (Fig. 6a yellow (9)).
It can be noted that the worst case occurs when a single
converter feeds a resistive load in island mode. In this
situation, the higher ωp, the lower io. In grid-connected
mode, most the injected current is absorbed by the grid
due to its lower impedance. Finally, if two converters
are connected in parallel, the pilot current is distributed
among the converters’ capacitors.

Hd =
iol(s)
iLl(s)

=
Zeq(s)
Zo(s)

(6)

Hd1C =
1

ClRs+ 1
(7)

HdGC =
Lgs+ Rg + R

ClLgRs2 + (Lg + ClRgR)s+ Rg + R
(8)

Gd2C =
Cf Rs+ 1

(Cl + Cf )Rs+ 1
(9)

For the particular case of the setup that follows Fig. 2
and Table 2, a frequency of 100 Hz is selected to pro-
vide fast detection (higher frequencies allow to increase
the detection speed), have enough spectral separation
between the DC and the pilot components and to reduce
the current absorbed by the capacitor in island mode.

2) Pilot signal magnitude: The pilot signal should be as
low as possible since it disturbs vbus in island mode and
ig in grid-connected mode. The minimum pilot signal
amplitude is limited by the sensitivity of the available
sensors and resolution of the analog-to-digital con-
version (ADC) stages. Pilot signal amplitudes ranging
from 0.5% to 1% are realizable using industry-standard
sensing and ADC stages.

3) Bandwidth of the Leader/Follower current control:
Since the pilot signal is injected in current, the cur-
rent control bandwidth must ensure that it is properly
injected. Fig. 6b shows the closed-loop bode plot for the
leader converter following Fig. 2 and Table 2 for PI and
PI-PR control structures. If a PI control strategy is used,

TABLE 2. Setup parameters.

the closed-loop phase delay (11.3 degrees at 100 Hz)
does not allow to inject the pilot signal component
properly. This effect occurs even under high control
bandwidth (500 Hz). This is critical for the Follower
converter case since this control bandwidth would not
allow to fully compensate its output current, which
would affect the impedance estimation on the Leader
converter.

4) Double-frequency ripple in single-phase rectifiers: The
use of single-phaseAC-DC converters induces a double
line frequency ripple (100 or 120 Hz) in the DC bus
current and voltage [52], [53]. This frequency should
be avoided for this application to elude undesired
interactions.

In conclusion, a 0.3 A, 100 Hz pilot signal (a 60 Hz three-
phase AC-DC converter is assumed) will be injected by the
Leader converter, which satisfies all of the above restrictions.
Simultaneously, both Leader and Follower converters will
use a PI-PR control structure, its parameters being shown
in Table 2.

C. STABILITY ANALYSIS
As illustrated in Fig. 5, a traditional output voltage
feed-forward term is employed to cancel the second order
dynamics in the current control loop. Following a conserva-
tive control design approach that highlights the low dynamic
requirements of the proposed method, the bandwidth of the
current loop PI controller is set one decade below the Nyquist
frequency, at 500Hz. The PI controller gains are tuned fol-
lowing conventional methods to cancel the pole given by the
series resistance and inductance ratio and to obtain the desired
current control bandwidth. As shown in the block diagrams
in Fig. 5b and c, the PR controller adds to the PI branch.
As illustrated in Fig. 7a, the PR controller bandwidth is set
one decade below the PI bandwidth, at 50Hz, to limit the
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FIGURE 7. a) Leader and b) Follower converters open-loop transfer
function and root locus.

effects of this branch to the pilot signal frequency (100Hz)
and minimize the dynamic effects at all other frequencies.

In the leader converter, the pilot signal is injected by adding
to the desired DC current i∗LDCl

. The stability can then be
ensured by analyzing the open-loop transfer function or the
location of the roots. As shown in Fig. 7a, a 90◦ phase margin
is obtained.

In the follower converter, the pilot signal cancellation
generates additional considerations for the stability analy-
sis. As illustrated in Fig. 5c the follower converter inductor
current feedback path is given by: 1 + BPF(s). Then, the
follower converter stability can be ensured by employing the
open-loop transfer function and root locus shown in Fig. 7b.
As detailed in these graphs, the additional feedback path
mostly affects the low frequency behaviour, resulting in a
phase margin of 78◦.

IV. SIMULATION EVALUATION
The initial evaluation of the proposed method is performed
using PLECS simulations. To test the performance of the
method, the setups shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 8 were used for
the multiconverter and leader only tests respectively. The test
parameters are found in Table 2.

A. LEADER-CONVERTER OPERATION
The model used for the Leader-converter operation is shown
in Fig. 8. It includes the Leader converter, the main grid
model, loads, and line impedance between the Leader con-
verter and the point of common coupling. It also includes
the converter LC filter and a connection breaker between the
microgrid and the main grid. Fig. 9a shows the breaker B
connection status. The converter starts isolated from the grid,
and a grid connection is performed at t=0.5s. The converter
is returned to island operation at t=1.5s. Fig. 9b shows the
converter output current (iol in Fig. 2). The converter injects

FIGURE 8. Leader-converter evaluation setup. The model includes the
Leader converter, the main grid model, loads, and line impedance
between the Leader converter and the point of common coupling. It also
includes the converter LC filter and a connection breaker between the
microgrid and the main grid.

the necessary amount of current to maintain the DC bus
voltage to 375V, including at the same time the pilot signal
component. As predicted by Fig. 6a, the output pilot current
component changes from island to grid-connected operation,
leading to a small disturbance (1V, ≈ 0.002 p.u.) in the DC
bus voltage in island operation (Fig. 9c). The injection of
the pilot wave results in an ripple of the DC bus voltage
of 0.56% in islanded mode. In grid-connected mode, the
DC-bus pilot voltage component is zero due to the low grid
impedance. Its finally shown in Fig. 9d the absolute value of
the output impedance estimation (3), including a couple of
insets to verify its transient behavior. The bus load is accu-
rately estimated in island operation (50�), while a near-zero
impedance is estimated in grid connection state. Thus, the
proposed technique shows an excellent response detecting
the islanding situation (detection takes less than 15 ms.). For
islanding detection, the IEEE Std 1547-2018 [54] states that,
for an unintentional island in which the distributed energy
resource (DER) energizes a portion of the electric power
system (EPS) area through the PCC, the DER shall detect the
island, cease to energize the Area EPS, and trip within 2s of
the formation of an island. The proposed method is 133 times
faster than suggested by the standards. The detection is, in this
case, fast and reliable since the existence of no detection
zones (NDZ) is not considered. At the same time, IEEE
Standard 2030.7-2017 [55] states that microgrids are capable
to operate in the islanding mode and supply local loads, but
also connected to the grid at the point of interconnection.
In this regard, the standard indicates that distributed gener-
ation systems must be able to detect islanding conditions, but
does not indicate the maximum islanding detection time.

B. MULTICONVERTER OPERATION
Results for the multi-converter scenario are shown in Fig. 10,
where the same test procedure as in Fig. 9 was performed.
In this case, the Leader and three Follower converters share
the DC load current, as shown in Fig. 10b. It is clear from that
figure that the Leader injects the pilot signal while the Fol-
lowers work in high-impedance mode (there is no pilot cur-
rent component in their output currents). The vbus (Fig. 10c)
remains unchanged from the previous experiment in this case
(0.6% deviation), which indicates that the proposed PSC is
working correctly. Figs. 10d and Fig. 10e show the Leader
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FIGURE 9. Simulation evaluation for Leader-converter operation: a)
breaker status (B) that transitions the DC microgrid between states,
Breaker OFF means that the microgrid is disconnected from the main
grid., b) converter output current (iol ), c) bus voltage (vbus), and d)
estimated converter output impedance (|Ẑo|). The insets show the |Ẑo|

during the change between islanded and connected to the main grid; the
detection takes less that 10ms.

and Followers islanding detection estimators (the estimated
impedance and the pilot cancellation signal). It must be noted
that fast, accurate, and simultaneous detection is achieved
without communication between the converters. The Fol-
lower converters are virtually disconnected at ωp, and there-
fore they do not affect the Leader’s impedance estimation.

For the particular case of the islanding event, (t=1.5s)
there is a different transient response than the one obtained in
the single-converter operation of Fig. 9, This effect does not
provide any false detection and does not affect the method’s
speed. This is shown in Fig. 11 for better understanding,
where the pilot current of the Leader and Follower converters
are shown around the islanding event. Since the leader con-
verter’s output pilot current is not controlled (only the induc-
tance current iLl its controlled), the non-ideal cancellation
given by a limited transient response at the Followers affects
the Leader estimation. A higher current-loop gain at the pilot
signal frequency should be set to limit this effect, which is not
possible in this work due to the closeness of the filter resonant
frequency. It only affects the transient estimation of the bus
resistance.

To test the immunity of the proposed method to load
changes on the DC bus, a load change test has been performed
both in island and in grid-connected conditions. The results
of this test are shown in Fig. 12, where the value of the load
connected to the DC bus is shown in Fig. 12d. The remaining
signals shown in Fig. 12 are the same as in the previous test
shown in Fig. 10. The microgrid starts working at the nom-
inal voltage of the main grid (375V), in islanded condition.
As in the previous experiment, both the Leader and the set of

FIGURE 10. Simulation evaluation for multi-converter operation with one
leader converter and three follower converters: a) breaker status (B) that
transitions the DC microgrid between states, b) converter output currents
(iol , iofn ), c) bus voltage (vbus), d) estimated Leader output impedance
(|Ẑo|), and e) Pilot signal commands (|v̂cmdpfx

|) of each follower

converter. The insets show the |Ẑo| of the leader and |v̂cmdpfx
| of each

follower during the change between islanded and connected to the main
grid; the detection takes less that 15ms.

FIGURE 11. Simulation evaluation: grid disconnection effect on the pilot
signal injected by the leader(a) and its effect in the follower (b).

Followers accurately detect the island condition. The Leader
detects an impedance of 50� (Fig. 12e), while the set of
Followers present pilot cancellation signals different from 0
(Fig. 12f). At t=0.25s the DC bus load (R in Fig. 2) is changed
by 20%. As can be seen in Fig. 12, the Leader and Followers
islanding detection estimators (the estimated impedance of
Fig. 12e and the pilot cancellation signals of Fig. 12f) are
minimally affected by the load change. The Leader correctly
detects the load variation, while the Followers are practically
unaffected in their pilot cancellation voltages.

At t=1.25s, when the DC microgrid is grid-connected, the
DC-bus load is returned to 50� (Fig. 12d). As shown in
Fig. 12e and Fig. 12f, the behavior of the proposed method
under load variations is outstanding. Leader and Follower
estimates are almost unaffected by DC-bus load changes.
It can be concluded from this test that variations in the
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FIGURE 12. Simulation evaluation for multi-converter operation with one
leader converter and three follower converters. Response to a load-step:
a) breaker status (B) that transitions the DC microgrid between states, b)
converter output currents (iol , iofn ), c) bus voltage (vbus), d) DC-bus load
R,e) estimated Leader output impedance (|Ẑo|), and f) Pilot signal
commands (|v̂cmdpfx

|) of each follower converter. The insets show the

|Ẑo| of the leader and |v̂cmdpfx
| of each follower during the change

between islanded and connected to the main grid when the DC-bus load
is modified. The method shows an outstanding performance, being
practically unaffected by DC-bus load changes.

DC bus load do not adversely affect the sensitivity and relia-
bility of the proposed method.

V. EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION
Experimental verification has been carried out by using the
laboratory-scale setup shown in Fig. 13. A couple of parallel
DC-DC converters switching at 10 kHz were used to feed
a 50� load; the whole microgrid is connected to the main
grid by means of a DC breaker. The DC-DC converters are
controlled by using Texas Instruments F28335 DSPs. As in
Section IV, both single and multi-converter scenarios are
considered. The following figures will show both electri-
cal measurements (bus voltage, converter currents. . . ) and
internal variables from both DSPs (estimated impedance and
voltage command absolute value), represented as voltages by
using digital to analog converters.

A. LEADER-CONVERTER OPERATION
Experimental results for the Leader-converter scenario are
shown in Fig. 14. As in the simulation test, the setup

FIGURE 13. Photo for the experimental Setup. Center-left and right-hand
sides show the Leader and Follower converters, including the grid
breaker. Bottom left and right-hand sides show the resistive load and grid
respectively. The top of the photo shows the auxiliary power supplies and
the oscilloscope.

FIGURE 14. Experimental results: Leader-converter operation. Breaker
status (red), converter output current (iol green), bus voltage (vbus
brown), estimated Leader output impedance (|Ẑo| pink).

follows Fig. 8. The same colors as in the simulations were
used for more straightforward presentation, while similar grid
connection/disconnection events were performed. Simulation
(Fig. 9) and experimental (Fig. 14) results show excellent
agreement. The voltage in islandmode (brown color) contains
the pilot signal component, while it disappears when the
converter is grid-connected. The single converter estimates its
output equivalent impedance (pink color) with high accuracy
(50� in island, ≈ 0� in grid-connected mode). Simulta-
neously, the estimation speed matches the one obtained in
simulation (15ms). Therefore, the output impedance estima-
tion is an appealing solution for islanding detection in single-
converter scenrios.

B. MULTICONVERTER OPERATION
Figure 15 shows the experimental verification of the proposed
method in a multi-converter scenario. These results are in
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FIGURE 15. Experimental results: multi-converter operation with one
leader converter and a follower converter: Breaker status (red), converter
output currents (iol green, iof purple), bus voltage (vbus brown),
estimated Leader output impedance (|Ẑo| pink), and Follower pilot signal
command (|v̂cmdpf

| blue).

good agreement with the simulations (Fig. 10). The Follower
converter works in high-impedance mode, its pilot voltage
command shown in blue color. Note that it can be used
for islanding detection purposes, since it offers a value of
0.75V and 0V in island and grid-connected modes, respec-
tively. Simultaneously, the Leader output impedance estima-
tion (pink) does not vary from the single-converter scenario.
The presence (Leader, green) and absence (Follower, purple)
of the pilot signal component in the converter output currents
are finally noted.

The previous set of experimental tests have been vali-
dated the performance of the proposed technique. A group of
extended results has been included to test the performance of
the method under non-ideal conditions. First, Fig. 16 shows
the estimation results when the Follower converter does not
include a PR controller in its current control (Fig. 5); a PI
controller is used with a bandwidth of 500 Hz. As analyzed in
Section III-B, although the PI bandwidth is high compared to
ωp, the Follower converter is not able to fully compensate its
input pilot current (purple color) due to the closed-loop delay
shown in Fig. 6b. This reduces the Lead converter output
impedance estimation (pink color) to 28 �. The Follower
converter can still detect the islanding situation, although it
reduces the Follower pilot command variation between island
and grid-connected mode (blue color). This effect increases
the smaller the PI bandwidth.

Its finally shown in Fig. 17 the effect of having a non-zero
grid impedance (Rg in Fig. 2). In this test, a 1.5� resistance is
used to emulate a finite-power grid.While in island mode, the
Leader and Follower estimations are the same as in Fig. 15
(the grid impedance does not have any influence), in grid-
connected mode vbus (brown color) is slightly polluted by the
Leader pilot injection. Thus, the Leader output impedance
estimation in grid-connected mode rounds 1.5� (the method
accurately estimates the output impedance). The Follower
converter is able to detect the islanding event by looking to
its compensation voltage.

FIGURE 16. Experimental results: multi-converter operation. Follower
converter includes only a PI controller with a bandwidth of 500 Hz.
Breaker status (red), converter output currents (iol green, iof purple), bus
voltage (vbus brown), estimated Leader output impedance (|Ẑo| pink),
and Follower pilot signal command (|v̂cmdpf

| blue).

FIGURE 17. Experimental results: multi-converter operation. Follower
converter includes both PI and PR Controllers. Finite Power Grid with a
series resistance of 1.5 �. Breaker status (red), converter output currents
(iol green, iof purple), bus voltage (vbus brown), estimated Leader output
impedance (|Ẑo| pink), and Follower pilot signal command (|v̂cmdpf

|

blue).

This experiment allows to show that, in a real case, the
pilot component of follower compensation is not exactly zero.
This is an interesting result, since it makes it possible to
detect the absence of the Leader and to implement a strategy
for reassigning the Leader role. If the Leader converter is
intentionally or unintentionally disconnected from the grid,
some strategies (involving communications or not) can be
used to reassign the Leader-role. This reassignment problem
has been solved in practice in AC systems in the past [28] and
can be solved in the same way in DC. Followers can detect
the absence of the Leader by monitoring the magnitude of the
compensation signal. As soon as the absence of the Leader is
detected, the competitive strategy described in [28] can be
implemented.

VI. CONCLUSION
This paper proposed an islanding detection technique for
single and multi-source DC microgrids based on the AC pilot
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injection. A theoretical analysis was performed, while the
control and parameter selection guidelines were also defined.
The proposed method allows simultaneous and independent
islanding detection of each converter connected to the DC bus
since it follows a Leader/Follower strategy. The method was
validated by detailed theoretical analysis, as well as sim-
ulation and experimental tests. From the obtained results,
it can be concluded the high reliability, fast detection, and
smooth transient response of the method, while its accuracy
is independent of the microgrid topology.
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